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SUMMARY

The major activities during the period have been the completion of plant
comm¡ss¡oning, the development of process procedures, completion of outstanding
modifications to ¡gnition CRIP system, and the satisfactory acquisition of the
authorisation and certification of the plant.

Gasification operations began at the end of the period (June 97) and good
communication has been established between the injection and recovery wells.

An important activity has been the training of UGE staff in the operat¡ng and safety
procedures for the plant. A new Director was appornted on 1st April and the internal
management structure has been overhauled in preparation for gasification
operations. The operating procedures of the plant have been establtshed during the
tra¡ning and commissioning stages, the staff is well trained and the plant is ready for
ignition, which is expected to take place in the next few weeks
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The report describes a period of intense activity to prepare the plant and the staff for
gasification operations

ln parallel, the underground processes were re-examined, CRIP ignition points
confirmed and a detailed process manual was developed and reviewed by external
advisors.

The preparation work, commissioning and certification of the plant was finally
completed in mid June and the report describes the initial results that have been
obtained in the pre-gasification stages of operations.
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1, INTRODUCTION

A number of essential modifications had previously been identified and the first
months of the period were required to assemble new components and install them
on site. The co-ordination for the redesign, procurement, commissioning and
installation of the new co¡led tubing required visits to France and Switzerland, and
fatigue tests were performed in the USA

Commissioning of the plant followed, and experience had to be gained quickly in the
¡ntegration of the individual package units into a fully operating and safe system.
The conversion of the UGE staff of engineers from design and construct¡on work to
safety conscious plant operations, including supervision of experienced support
technicians, was an important milestone.



2.1 COILED TUBING

The problems previously encountered during rnsertion of the coil tubing in the
injection well have been studied by UGE eng¡neers and the tubing manufacturer
DOWELL SCHLUMBERGER. A major revision was initiated and the new design was
submitted for manufacture after DOWELL SCHLUMBERGER admitted the¡r
responsibility and offered to solve the situation at no cost to UGE.

The new Coiled Tub¡ng tube was manufactured by ZM in Switzerland, and intensive
fatigue test¡ng (Appendix 1) were undertaken by Precision Tube Technology of
Houston, Texas, to properly qualify the new tubing manufacturing quality.

The results were very positive. At the same t¡me several adaptat¡ons were made to
the unit to improve safety in presence of 02 and general reliability

The explanation for the November mis-run is still unknown. As a result, a series of
tests were performed in Pau, France, to confirm the behaviour of the control lines
inside the new coiled tubing as the assembly is run into the injection well. At the
same time the complete assembly, testing, certification and cleaning procedures
were adapted to simplify insert¡on and improve the safety handling during
gasification.

The installation of the new injection assembly in the injection well lW1 was
completed successfully on 8th May 1997, and connection to the well head were also
achieved and tested without further problems.

It was further decided to recond¡tion some of 1.66" tubings from the first injection
assembly as a back up.

2,2 OUTSTANDINGPLANTMODIFICATIONS

a) Combustor

The conversion of the combustor to burn gas of any quality involved the installation
of a new propane injector and associated controls. The main components were
installed in February 1997 when the bas¡c safety control changes were completed
and tested. However, the computer required to calculate propane injection rates as a
function of product gas quality and flow rate has been a continuing problem, due, we
believe, to the lack of experience in computer control by the installer.

There have been subsequent additional failures of the control system and the
¡nstalling company has also had serious financial difficulties. The result is that the
combustor control remains suspect and alternat¡ve solutions are being sought using
other companies to resolve the difficulties. The combustor is a cr¡t¡cal unit for the
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ignition phase of the gasif¡cation programme, and cons¡derable effort is being
applied to solve the outstanding problems.

b) Recovery well Suspens¡on Svstem

The suspension system for the product¡on lines close to the recovery well has been
installed successfully to allow the well head possible thermal expansion maximum of
100 mm. The lines are now literally floating, even though their exact weight was
unknown, and approximation were given for dimensioning calculation. The three Tee
connections identified as the weakest points of the lines were also reinforced.
lnsulation of the suspended pipework and recovery well has also been replaced.

2.3 GAS ANALYSIS AND INSTRUMENTATION

a) On line lnstrumentation

A contract was placed to provide two instrument techn¡cians working in shifts to
cover

a) the on-line instrumentation for the main gas components

b) the operation of the mass spectrometer for detailed on-line gas and vapour
analysis

c) the satisfactory performance of the sampling system for gas, liquid and solid
products

d) the collection, in conjunction with UGE engineers, of the daily samples.

b) Batch Samplinq

An analytical laboratory has been commissioned to transport and analyse the
product compos¡tions in the three phases, solid, liquid and gaseous, using the
analysis protocol and sampling system in (Appendix 2).

The combination of on-line instrumentation and batch analysis are crit¡cal to the
determ¡nation of mass balances and are the principal reasons by which the
underground operations can be monitored. The control system has been
programmed to calculate mass balances on line,

ln addition, a back up system for oxygen detection has been ¡nstalled close to the
recovery well to monitor oxygen levels ¡n the production gases. This is an additional
safety measure which would be used to shut down the oxygen supply in the unlikely
event of an oxygen bypass into the production Iines.

2.4 PLANTCOMMISSIONING

Commissioning which has been thorough and intensive has taken about 5 months to
complete and the process has revealed a number of design and ¡nstallation faults.
The most common were leaks in the supply line, significant fa¡lures of the micro
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turbine flow measurement devices and the discovery that many of the inlet tubes and
sample lines needed extens¡ve cleaning.

The most serious problem however has been the cryogenic pumps attached to the
liquid oxygen and nitrogen units. These have been prone to cavitation and leaks and
the supplier has attended the failure without, so far, an entirely satisfactory solution.

On the other hand, the on-line instrumentation and mass spectrometer has been
commissioned without difliculty, the steam supply system is working well and the
coiled tubing assembly and insertion structure has performed satisfactor¡ly. Some
final modifications are underway to the gas sampling system to ensure that complete
condensation of liquids takes place prior to on-line analysis.

The Honeywell computer connected to the control system, records all variables from
the plant, from the data analysis cabin and the accumulated fibre optic temperatures
measurements. These results are then averaged over one hour for the daily reports
that are sent to UGE Members. Tape back up is provided for the data on a weekly
basis. The operator screens carry process schemat¡cs of all the plant stages with
instantaneous read out and automat¡c control of the key pressure flow and
temperature variables.

A series of tests have been undertaken in the low and high flow production lines
us¡ng a simulated production gas of nitrogen and water vapour. The tests
established that water can condensate in the horizontal sections and that the
ma¡ntenance of pressure at around 5 bar in the medium pressure section required
significant operating skill. The control loops were subsequently retained to achieve
more accurate automatic control and the problem has been overcome.

Construction of lW1 95/8 and 7" annulars decompression lines to combustor (Phase
10-1 1) has been completed.

The commissioning program was completed by week 26 (23td June), ready for the
start of operation during the following week.

2.5 Safety¡nstallation

. complete upgrade of the fire fighting system

. oxygen line qualification to confirm cleaning and degreasing were effective

. emergency lighting
o first aid refresher and personal protect¡on equipment distributed.

A later addition was the installation of two lighting rods, which were to be required
because the plant is located in a high risk area, Fortunately the protection was in
place when lighting struck the plant a few weeks later.
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An external consultant has provided a full safety audit of the plant, a study of the
safety read¡ness and knowledge of the staff, and the execut¡on of a full simulated
emergency involving fire and personal injury. The results conf¡rmed that a high
standard of safety preparedness had been achieved.

3. PLANT OPERATIONS & ENVIRONM ENTAL MONITORING PROGRAMME

PLANT OPERATIONS

24 hour shift operation began at the end of June, and the tests to date have been
focused on well tightness and water connection between the injection and recovery
wells.

Water Pressure Test

The two wells were filled with water and the well heads then pressurised to 30 bar.
The well heads were found to be water t¡ght after 1 day of operation,

Water Communication Test

The objective was to check the qual¡ty of water communication between the deviated
injection well and the product¡on well under water conditions to check water loss in
the formation.

It was found that at water flows up to 6.0 m3 /hr and well head pressures of typically
6-8 bar, the water recovery was in the range 65 -950/0, which indicated that
significant quantities of water were being lost to the format¡on. Figure 1.

A further result for the water connection phase is the var¡ation ¡n well head
pressures and the resultant pressure drop relationship with flow rate (Figures 2 & 3),
They indicate that water pressure drop is linear with flow rate except at very high
flow rate where some extra resistance may be caused by the presence of loose
materials. The appearance of the recovered water confirmed that a quantity of
suspended coal part¡cles has been flushed through the well.

The water communication phases were successfully completed and the plant and
well were ready to proceed to the nitrogen water exchange phase.

Helium Tracer Test

Prel¡minary tests of the Helium tracer system have been made during the nitrogen lift
condition ¡n order to test the He pulse procedure and make a f¡rst cav¡ty
measurement. Figure 4. The result gives a mean residence time of 240 seconds and
suggesl an initial "cavity" of between 400-500 litres.
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The environmental monitoring programme is aimed at establishing a base line for
ground water hydrology in the area surrounding the El Tremedal trial prior to
gasification phases.

Two sets of data are collected each month. The ITGE take samples and analyse

Alcorisa water supply
Foz Calanda water supply spring

rriall

and UGE sample:

Alchozasa River - 3 Points
New Tremedal Well
lW2 on s¡te

The latter results are collected by the laboratory ENTIDAD COLABORADORA DE
LA ADMINISTRACIÓN (ECA) from Zaragoza and a detailed analysis is undertaken,
an example of which is given in table 1. First indications are that the water quality is
within the specification for a good river water although the level of phenol is higher
than the limit. This result is being further investigated.

Table 1. Analvsis of UGE Water Sample for June

Alchozas River New El Tremedal Well
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3

Calcium (mg/l) 128 120 125 195
Magnesium (mg/l) 45 40 45 120
Sodium (mg/l) 18,6 16,2 16,4 15,0
Potas¡um (mg/l) )1 1,8 1,7 10,8
Bicarbonate (mg HCO3/L) 278,16 ¿ I ¿,UO 274,5 45,14
Sulfates (mg/l) 218,O1 219,62 213,19 1080,15
Chlorides (mg/l) 45,3 43,5 40,0 40,0
DQO (ms/l) 5,63 5.76 3,84 1,90
Total dissolved solids 701,5 719,5 15s7,5
Nitrates (mg/l) 1,90 2,61 2,75 0,19
Organ¡c carbon (mg C/l) 5 5
Phenol (mg/l) 0,01 0,09 < 0,01 0,08
Bore (mg/l) <1 <1 <1
Ammonia o,7 o,7 0,7
pH 7,952 7,872 8,108 7,140
Alkalinity TAC (meq/l) 4,56 4,46 4,50 0,74
Conductivity (pS/cm) 864 865 906 1580
COzdissolved (mg Ozll) 7,54 9,76 9,09 r3,86
Benzene (pg/l) < 0,1 < 0,1 < 0,1 < 0,1
Total petroleum hydrocarbons
(mg/Kg)

,a -a
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4, PROCESS ANALYSIS AND MODELLING

4.1 PROCESS PHASE MANUAL

An important act¡vity in this period has been the development of the full operational
manual for the process.

The main phases of the gasification process are shown in figure 5. For each phase a
detailed procedure has been prepared to cover objective description, duration,
sequence of operations and the end criteria which must be met in order to proceed
to the next stage. "What if'scenarios have also been constructed and analysed for
each phase.

The drafi manual was rev¡ewed in a two part process, first by UGE staff and
secondly in a specially convened meeting of technical advisors in Liege in April
1997.

4.2 PROCESS MODELLING

a) A mass and heat balance of the process has been developed and programmed
into the on-line control system.

b) The two basic models, in which pyrolysis and the gasif¡cation reactions are
described separately, have been reprogrammed using EES (engineering equation
solver) software. The model is now available for interpretation of results during
the gasification process.

c) Estimates have been made of the flammability of the likely mixtures using the
computer program INFLAM from the University of Liége. The study concludes that
no detectable oxygen must be allowed in the production lines because the lower
flammability l¡mit at temperatures above 100o" is close to zero. For this reason, the
back up Oz detector gas been installed close to the recovery well, so that in the
event of detectable Oz levels in the production lines immediate alarm and action
i.e. cut off 02 supply is ¡nitiated.

4.3 GEOLOGICALANALYSIS

Analvsis of lniection Well Tra¡ectorv and Selection of lqnition Points

A re-estimation of the trajectory has been undertaken in order to fix the possible
¡gnition points for the CRIP. The analysis established that the maximum apparent
thickness of limestone above the trajectory was 1.4 m. F¡gure 6, and that the scope
for ignition within the seam itself was limited to approx¡mately 10 metres ¡n the
section near the recovery well and 11 metres up to the shoe of the liner.
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Earlier tests on limestone cores ¡n an oven had revealed a two stage process in
which drying is followed by CaO formation and eventual consumption of the
embedded coal particles. A criteria of 0.3 m was established as the maximum
distance below the coal seam at which ignition should be attempted: possible CRIP
points which result from this process are marked on the diagram.

Reactor and Operat¡onal Process

The lithostatic, hydrostatic and fracture pressure for the formation, as a function of
true vertical depth have been calculated in order to establish the operation pressure
range for the well, The result ¡s shown in figure 7. lt is important to operate below the
fracture pressure in order not to damage the structure and a provisional max¡mum of
20 bar below pressure has been set .

Water ingress will occur at pressures below the hydrostatic pressure and ideally, this
should be balanced by well pressure to minimise the ingress of water, as far as
possible. These calculated results are currently being val¡dated and operating
procedures defined with the real data for water connection.

5. SUPPORTINGPROGRAMME

External technical support came mainly from an ad hoc meet¡ng of the Advisory
Group in Liege in April. Detailed comments and advise was given on the process
phase manual and general views on the likely gas¡ficat¡on conditions were discussed
based on the experience of those present from Ia Gazeification INSTITUTION POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE SOUTERRAINE (l.D.c.S.), the University of Louvain, the
UK mining industry and the Spanish Engineers from UGE. Some of the topics
considered were

mechanics of coiled tubing: assembly and installation procedures
combustivity of limestone / coal mixtures
efficiency of the gasification process
importance of the tracer and deuterlum tests

Appendix 3 is a summary of the conclusions of the meeting.

UGE Members have provided additional support during the period. ln particular
INSTITUTO fECNOLÓGtCO y GEOMTNERO DE ESPAÑA (ITGE) has prepared an
outline env¡ronmental programme for a five year period after gasif¡cation is complete,
and l.D.G.S. has provided consultancy support on site for the interpretation of results
and assistance in the solution of the outstanding plant commissioning problems.

External consultants have also been used for develop¡ng the internal safety manual
and undertaking a full safety audit prior to the start of gasification.

An agreement with the UGE Members on the daily report format for shift, process,
plant, has been formalised and an e-mail system for the transmitting the information
on a daily basis using e-mail has been tested.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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6. PROJECT DIRECTION

6.1 PERSONNEL

A new Drrector, Dr Michael Green, formerly Technical Controller, R&D British Gas
was appointed on the 1st April, to replace Dr Alan Bailey who had led the project
from the start in 1991 and retired on health grounds

Six additional technicrans joined the project from the service company SIEMSA, to
prov¡de shift support during gasification operations. They undertook a two weeks
safety and operational course followed by shift team training before 24 hour
operations started at the end of June.

Sickness of an engineer for 6 weeks depleted the technical support team, but this
loss has been compensated by the addition of three temporary staff, one chemist,
one engineering student and a coal combustion expert from the Zaragoza coal
institution CARBOQU IMICA

Other supporting contractors are the two instrument technicians from DENION, the
DOWELL SCHLUMBERGER eng¡neer to operate the co¡l tubing and a 24 hour
guard from PROSEGUR, all of which will be retained until the end of gasification.

6,2 INTERNALMANAGEMENT

Gasification will impose on UGE, the need for a structure which is able to respond
quickly to the operations conditions.

The Directors have reviewed the requirements of the gasification phase and have
agreed that 24 hour operation will take place on the following phases:

- Nitrogen lnjection
- lgnition, CRIP manoeuvre
- Channel Gasification
- 2nd CRIP
- Shut Down

Planned programme ttme for the shift operation is '16 weeks, from the receipt of final
authorisation, but this could increase or decrease depend¡ng on the progress of
gasification. and any mechanical failure or underground disruptron of the operation.
The sh¡ft process will be reviewed after 1 month of gasification.

The structure for the internal management of the gasification process is shown in
figure 8

The key features are

1. Directors will form a group, which meets 2-3 times per week, to review progress of
gasification, make decisions about future phases and provide recommendations
to Council on key stages of gasification.
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2. A duty Director is identified each week to whom the shift engineers report.

3. A prevent¡on officer has been appointed to advise the Directors on safety matters.

4. A technical back office is formed to provide analysis and ¡nterpretation of results.

5. The Council are kept informed by regular, at least weekly, reports,

6. The Director Facultativo will be advised of significant operational events by both
the shift staff and the Management Group.

ln the event that 24 hour shift operation is suspended, either temporarily or
permanently, the roles of the Directors and engineers staff will revert to normal
arrangements.

6.3 TRAINING AND SAFETY

The approach of gasification operations required an extensive programme of training
in the plant operation and the safety procedures which must be followed on site.

The process manual contained operating procedures for the individual plant as well
as the process phases themselves. They were studied and learned by all UGE
engineers and practical instruction was provided for contract technicians. A series of
team building procedures were conducted for the four shifts of two engineers and
two technicians. The most important were the use of simulated gas flow in the
production line using nitrogen and water vapour, These required all sections of the
plant (except oxygen) to be operational and provided valuable experience in
operating the production line

Safety training was based on a manual which was prepared by external consultants,
reviewed with UGE staff and finally agreed with mine authorities of DGA (Diputación
General de Aragón).

The topics covered include basic safety procedures, personal protection, rules for on
site work, plant access and the emergency plan. All staff have had extensive training
in the safety procedures.

ln addition, an external consultant has provided a full safety audit of the plant, a
study of the safety readiness and knowledge of the staff, and the execution of a full
simulated emergency involving fire and personal injury. The results confirmed that a
high standard of safety preparedness had been achieved.

Finally, a safety committee has been formed to oversee all safety related activities
and provide a channel for communication and staff awareness. One of the f¡rst tasks
was to ¡nvest¡gate an inc¡dent in which a technician rece¡ved minor eye injury while
disconnecting a flange containing well water. Full e¡,s protection and an
improvement and clarification of the role of shift team members were the main
lessons Iearnt.
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6,4 AUTHORISATIONS / LEGISLATION

The final stages of authorisation to obta¡n the operating licence for the plant proved
to be a lengthy process.

Contractual difficulties with the design and construction company (SERELAND) led
to an application by UGE to the regulatory body for engineers to change the 'Director
de Obra'(the person licensed to issue plant safety certificates). This resulted in a
delayof2-3months,

Comprehensive documentation and 12 certificates had to be completed to cover the
industrial plant units and their commissioning. Three site visits were made by
different regulatory bodies.

A major difficulty was the need to obtain comprehensive insurance cover for the
product¡on of toxic residues which could possibly be carried from the well to the
surface at the end of the gasification process.

Eventually, cover was obtained for both accidental spillage of the toxic materials and
for gradual pollution (i.e. where the cause is less obvious). The insurance cover for
the late will operate for five years beyond the end of the tr¡al.

An important additional document for operat¡ons is the internal safety disposition,
which was formally submitted on behalf of UGE by ENDESA. The Director
Facualtativo from ENDESA has the responsibility towards the authorities for safety
matters and has to be kept fully informed of all safety ¡ssues relat¡ng to the plant
including any incidents

The certification to operate the plant was finally obta¡ned on the 24th June in time for
operations to begin the following week.

6.5 CHANGES IN TECHNICAL STRATEGY

The previous report drew attent¡on to the UGE Council decision based on further
analysis of the site geology, that preparation for the filtration gasification should be
suspended at that time. As gasification is now imminent it seems prudent to revise
the decision once results for the channel stage are available and in the meantime
the second filtration well is maintained in good condition.

6.6 FUTURE WORK

The immediate task ahead is to proceed through the gas¡fication process and a
schedule is given in Figure 9. lt is anticipated that the maintenance of plant units and
possible unit modifications will occupy most of lhe engineering effort.

A technical support team has been built to provide engineering support to the
gasification phases, ma¡ntaln supplies and undertake on-line interpretation of
results.
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Attention is also being g¡ven to the immediate post gas¡ficat¡on activities which
include a satisfactory and complete shut down of the process and an initial corrosion
investigation of the recovery and inlet well components. Analysis of results and the
production of a preliminary report is also a high priority.

ln addition to the data analysis, Modelling, lnterpretation by UGE Engineers,
possible contracts are anticipated with l.D.G.S., DELFT, LIEGE Universities and
CARBOQUIMICA for modell¡ng support of the gasification process. Additional
underground geological evaluation may also be required to investigate the cavity.

Once the required down-hole equipment has been recovered, the lower part of each
well has to be sealed. The cavity created by the gasification is filled with water, but is
in direct communication with surface and is very corrosive. The lnjection and
Recovery Wells casing being mild steel, will be corroded away rapidly. Sub-surface
strata contamination with toxic contaminants needs to be carefully monitored.

The current water monitoring program is aimed at mon¡tor¡ng existing water
conditions of remote water wells, where the risk of contamination is very low.

A mon¡tor¡ng program, over the same period, but much closer to the gasifier will be
considered in order to understand clearly the evolution of water m¡gration after
gas¡fication and shutdown. Water sampl¡ng from the existing well during the next 5
years would provide the closest sampling point to the gasifier area.

The package units have to be dismantled, some could be coooned and stored for
further application, some can be sold. All the piping work should be dismantled and
very l¡kely scrapped The dismantling of the units can be done very rapidly.

Dec¡sions then must be taken in assoc¡at¡on with Alcorisa Council on the restoration
of the srte and any construction that could be left in place (water pools, fences, road,
...). All these activities could be entirely sub-contracted and the greening stage can
be performed while the water mon¡toring program is going on.

A patent search and review has also been initiated

6,7 EUROPEAN WORKING GROUP

The start of the contract already agreed under THERMIE B "for d¡ssem¡nation of
results of the existing project and formulate a future programme" has been
postponed until meaningful results have been obtained under the current trial. lt is
planned therefore to call a preliminary meeting of the working group in September /
October, to which european organisat¡ons expressing an interest in future
underground gasification programmes will be invited. At present, this includes the
ex¡sting UGE Members from Spain, U.K. and Belgium together with NOVEM and Gaz
de France.
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6.8 CONFERENCES,PUBLICATIONS,REPORTS

lnternal Reports

Coiled Tubing - Meeting Dowell Schlumberger - UGE, Alcorisa Jan 97 (150/lN/97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by A. Herrer

Coiled Tubing - Operat¡ons for Recovery of Control Lines and Weld Samples
Pau, Jan. 97 (151ilN/97iE)
lnternal Report Prepared by A. Herrer

Coiled Tubing Assembly Procedure - WELL lwl (152llN/97/E)
lnternal Report prepared by A. Herrer.

Coiled Tubing - Meeting Dowell Schlumberger - UGE, Pau Feb. 97 (1531N/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by A. Herrer

Pressure Test - Technical Proposal Report (155/lN/97iE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Conchello

Low Pressure Test Report (156ilN/97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Conchello

Pressure Test - Technical Proposal Report (157llNi97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Conchello

Spot Oxygen Samples from lW-1 (158/lN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J, Carrasco

Equ¡pos Protección Personal (1 59/lN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J L Arranz

Prácticas Extinción lncendios (160/lN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L, Arranz

Permisos / Autorizaciones Equipos - Lista (161/lN/97iE)
Internal Report Prepared by E. Comín

New Line to Decompress the Reactor - Proposal (162llNl97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J L Conchello

Tabulación Ofertas Analizador de Oxígeno (165/lNig7lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J. Carrasco

Legalizaciones de Equipos. Reunión DGA-UGE (166/lN/97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Conchello

Minutes - Meeting l.D.G.S.- UGE, Liege Apr. 97 (167itN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L Arranz
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Manual de Operaciones - Detector Múltiple de Gases (169/lN/97iE)
lnternal Report Prepared by C. Barat

Safety Report - Coiled Tubing lnsertion Operations (17OllNlg7lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by A. Herrer

Oxygen Lines Manipulation (172llN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Conchello

Manual de Seguridad (175/lN/97/E)
Internal Report Prepared by F. Adrian

Production Line Supports (17 7 I lNl97 lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J L. Conchello

Normativa para el Uso de Material de Seguridad (178/lN/97/E)
lnternal Report Prepared by J L Conchello

Operations Manual - Short Vers¡on (179ilN/97iE)
lnternal Report Prepared by A. Herrer l).L. A¡ranz

Operations Manual - Full Version (180/lN/97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by A Herrer/ J.L. Arranz

Protocolo de Toma de Muestras (181llN/97lE)
lnternal Report Prepared by J.L. Arranz

Reports by External Organisation

Desengrasado Preoperacional de Pozos
(UGE ref, 86122.01 .97)
Report prepared by SOLARCA

Limpieza Quimica Preoperacional TuberÍas Acero al Carbono lnoxidable
(UGE ref.87122.01.97)
Report prepared by SOLARCA

lnspección Válvulas
(UGE ref S8/06 02 97)
Report prepared by SOLARCA

Régimen de Organización lnterna y de Organización de UGE
(UGE ref. 89121.O4.97)
Report prepared by Uría & Menéndez

Desengrasado Preoperacional del Pozo RW
(UGE ref. 91125 04 97)



Report prepared by SOLARCA

lnforme sobre Análisis de Aguas
(UGE ref. 93125.O4.97)
Report Prepared by ECA

Disposiciones lnternas de Seguridad
(UGE ref. 94129.05.97)
Report Preparaed by D Luis Constante

Estudio lnstalaciones de Soportes
(UGE ref. 97125.04.97)
Report Prepared by por METALCAÑlZ

Site lnstallation of Prima 600
(UGE ref 98t25 04 97)
Report Prepared by VG GAS

External Publicat¡ons

"Drilling Well Completion and Engineering Activ¡ties in preparation of the First
Underground Coal Gasification Trial in the Framework of a European Community
Collaboration, Alcorisa, Spain"

F. Fievez', A. Goodeb, M. Green", J-M González Lago", M. Mostaded and A. Obis"
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COAL SEAM PRESSURES
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APPENDIX I

PRECI§TON
TTJBETEC]INOLOCf

QC Lab Re ort
P. O. 8nr 217{6 Hosrton. TX . 77219

,lli tlc É'atlguc TcsUnE ERgZ-Js

De¡c.rl3tlon r .750 lL l.tüO / 3 t6L Sr¡inlcs, Srocl Tubirrg

f, ¡cktround r¡ for'¡¡tion
Plrt 1: 9 picc.r of rr¡ib, rrrb¡lr rd¡¡

(5) r¡s6 x o. to2

(4) r.t.ld x o.toa Gur Lfu¡)

Iett 2: lhrrt of f úñptc¡ ol qcld¿d cDil.d t¡¡b¡n¡

(;t) t.rsfi x o,r re - o.rz:

V-iscrf-E¡¡¡ni&tig
Tlrc ¡¡ rcccivcd r¡rcitrrcn¡ rcrr care[lrlly crrmincd virually.

(2tr) ¡5r-28rr F¡r (2¡t) ¡.§r_t¡86

Itstiqg lfl¡($r6§e¡E
Wc r¡coivcd r far shccl wi¡,h a llst of.sünptc¡ ¡o bc to¡lcd. Firn.-hiprrrnr. wc receivc<t 9 xrrn¡rlcs. Scc'n<l

sltipncru wc rcccivcd 3 sanrples. All butt wcldcd'rrÍ4ri¿s r¡rctc 100* X-raycd in'¡cco¡dano wirh lrll.
r¡rcificrüons, Wé rscd ¡ 72" r¡diu¡ oo.üo fetiguc ¡n;hiré ¡¡d an intcruú prrrrurc ar 6üi¡nd Jdó ps, ,.ÉlY6E: All wcld¡ w¿¡c run on lhc ¡¡dius. Srrnplcs rrcrc nrcrarmd ror ¡ctri¡l out¡idc diu¡lorá tnfoc and afto,tcrli¡€ Tho rumbcr rrf cyclcs *st ¡cco¡dcd ¡ffcrlr¡cu¡c ¡nd thc ümc otapsa wl: J; ;;ó.d.d. Sr¡nd¡¡d ic¡r
l({ms r{c¡r u¡cd.(rcc firigrr (c.itirg d¡f! rl¡Gcts)

SuBm¡ry.of.Tstilt
Pert I

Wc rccaivcd 9 picccs of coil tubing fm¡n Dourcll Sch¡umbcnc¡ (F¡rnccl, ¿nrrn¡rimtlcly in mid M¡rch. \,Ys
§s¡lcd tc$ring ol yl797, rnr{ sndcd oí ,nAn1. W¿ follo*td i-nsrü¡ior*i bi'AndÉú árcrrg fmrn t}nrcll
Schlombcrtc( ro utc r ??" radiu¡ wiü 6m ud 3,000 ¡si lnl¡rñ{ D{Es.sura. L)cur¡srtrdon -ruoolicd gurj¿
idcnti6cuion eeay. Wc s¡nnt upprurimarcly 93 m¡¡ hout¡ dn p¡n I ot li,re pmicc¡. This includcs t irlr,r'" .-ny
(rclual r-my, dcvoloping, intcrprcradons, rnd prcpuing of rc-pnr). 12 hours of ru up tirrrc oa fstiguc rruchiuc
(includirrg rvoldlng fittingr on rhc o¡d of 1,75É tubin6 ro údrp( to lixrür¡¡ for (oüng), 53 houc running rimc.
P¡r{ 2

. Thrcc picccs of cail tubing w,a¡ ¡cc¿ivcd in mid April. Tcatiug ttutÁ 4fl3n7 rhrough 4f¿48?. \ c sfÉnt
'¿Pflroúmrrcly 23 m¡u hours on pn 2 ot tha pmjccr. Thi¡ i¡rclu&r tcn houro of sot up tima oi tatiguc machinJ, t J
hours running tinr.
Total proJcct hom¡: 116
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Condensed Liquids & Purqe Water

1) Fractions condensable organics
inorganics

2) Analysis inorganics

organrcs

So¡ids

APPENDIX 2

co co2 H2 N2 NH3 H2S
cH4 c2 H6 c: He Ca Hro

Carbonate, mercaptanes, C52

Alkanes and alkenes to C6 toluene

HNS, HCN

not and fraction
fraction
all tracer metals, amon¡um
so¿*.,so¡.., cL,No: F, cN, (CN)3,
ph, conductiv¡ty, total carbon, act¡ve
oxygen, total and suspended solids.
ketanes, aromatics phenols, p¡ridines and
an¡lines

All tracer metals
elemental analyses
particle....?

Gas Composit¡on

a) Main Constituents

b)

c)

d)

Sulphur Compounds

Hydrocarbons

Nitrogen

Sample Analysis of Product Composition
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Gas dc mucstra
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APPENDIX 3

1.- Phase 1-B: Pressure test.

The pressure target will be 20 bar instead of 30 to avoid damaging the formation.

The solids collected w¡ll be checked to confirm if the commun¡cation is done
through the coal or the sand. (-)

2.- Phase 2-B: Water Nitrogen exchange.- Blow Off

The end cr¡teria of the Blow - Off was clar¡f¡ed by Mr. M. Mostade: This phase
f¡nishes when the regimen ¡s stable.

lf we note water plugs and unstabilities, the way to proceed could be the following:

. First, by a remarkable ¡ncreas¡ng in the water lift conditions.

. Then, by handling manually the Choke valve to avo¡d water plugs and
¡nstabilit¡es.

3.- Phase 2-C: Water Nitrogen exchange.- Nitrogen l¡ft conditions

The influence of the Counter Pressure ¡n the cavity behaviour should be checked,

End Criteria clarification. This phase will finish when the collected water values are
stab¡l¡sed within a range of the f¡nal tendency.

Collected
watcr

t)- tlme

4.- Phase 5-A: lgnition. Test of the final linking under hot cond¡tions

During ignitions (in general), pressure ¡ns¡de the reactor should be
sl¡ghtly above the static pressure value to avoid the water influx. (.)

5.- Phase 6-A: Stabilisation with air.

Clarification: This phase has two end cr¡teria:

20

increased

CONCLUSIONS

UGE staff performed a good and complete analys¡s of the UCG Process Phases that
has been reflected ¡n the Operation Manual Draft.

The main topics d¡scussed during the meet¡ng (which are summar¡sed below), will be
taken ¡nto account to develop the second vers¡on of the Operat¡on Manual.

Apart from suggestions, the topics that are really new (subjects which were not
discussed by the UGE staff), and affect what was presented (1st version), are
signal¡ed by an asterisk (*):



1. Time cr¡teria: 2 days is the maximum ava¡lable time for th¡s phase.

2. lf the f¡nal HHV of the product gas does not change notably (within the 20%
of the tendency we must pass to the following phase):

I{HV

time < 2 days

The ob.lect¡ve of this phase was clarified by Mr, Mostade: The target is to achieve
the gasification with air (not the combustion), but with a l¡m¡t constra¡nt.

6.- Phase 6-8: Channel Gasification

- The best and easier way to operate ¡s by fixing the rat¡o H2O|O2 and change the
02 flow when necessary.

- Nevertheless, dur¡ng stable phases the ratio and other parameters l¡ke the foam
must be checked ¡n order to observe their ¡nfluence.

7.- Phase 6-C: Channel Gasification.- Hel¡um Tracer Test

- The coal consumed and the active reactor volume could be ¡mportant parameters
to check whether the gasifier ¡s being run out or not:

Active reactor volume

Coal consumcd

Time

2t

8.- Phase 6-D: Channel Gasification.- Second CRIP manoeuvre

One Tracer Test should be carried out just before moving to the second CRIP
locat¡on.

One window w¡ll be opened 30 cm below the l¡mestone at 568 m of measure
depth, in the lW1. The 2"d CRIP position will be at the RW Casing outlet. (.)



What if discussion:

To avoid any problem related to the burner dur¡ng the ign¡t¡on procedure, we must
retract the Coiled Tub¡ng some cent¡metres, just before stopping the CH4 injection (.)

Once the ¡gn¡tion at the 1"t CRIP location has been performed and the burner is ¡nside
the vs22 L¡ner, the 02 supply fails. What to do ? These different options will be
considered: (*)

. Keep the well under pressure if possible and when the retr¡eve the 02 again,
open a w¡ndow in the vs22 (is difficult but possible).

. Other alternat¡ve could be to restart or revive the last combust¡on area by
inject¡ng a rich Oz stream, together w¡th a TEB injection (s¡m¡lar to a injection
procedure but w¡th some variat¡ons).

Suggestion: When there are unstab¡lities and not clear behaviour of the collected flow,
¡n order to avo¡d changing from the HFL to the LFL when the product gas decreases,
we can ¡nject a Nitrogen stream into the LFL to balance the flow gas decrement.

22


